Board of Selectmen

MeetingAgenda
The Provincetown Board of Selectmen will hold a public meeting on Monday, August 28,
2017 at 5:00 p.m., in the Judge Welsh Meeting Room, Town Hall, 260 Commercial Street,
Provincetown, MA 02657

1. Joint meeting with the Visitor Services Board. Round table Discussion - Part Three of
facilitated discussion on marketing initiative for Provincetown Office of Tourism –
Discussion Dependent. Motions may be made
2. Review of Logo Survey
3. Visual identity and branding

Posted by the Acting Town Clerk: www.provincetown-ma.gov, 8/24/17 3:05 pm dv

Approved:
Posted by the Assistant Town Clerk: www.provincetown-ma.gov,

Provincetown Board of Selectmen
AGENDA ACTION REQUEST

Monday, August 28, 2017 @ 5:00 p.m.
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TOURISM STRATEGIC PLANNING
Joint Meeting / Round Table Discussion with the Visitor Services Board
Requested by: Board of Selectmen

Action Sought: Discussion

Proposed Motion(s)

Discussion Dependent

Additional Information

See attached documents.

Board Action
Motion

Second

Yea

Nay

Abstain

Disposition

PROVINCETOWN
Roundtable Discussion
August  28,  2017

www.redthread.nyc

ROUNDTABLE: August 28, 2017
• Joint  meeting  of  BOS  and  VSB
• Part  three  of  facilitated  discussion  on  marketing  initiative  for  Provincetown  
Office  of  Tourism
• Topics  to  include:
•
•
•
•

The  state  of  global  tourism
What  travelers  want
Setting  goals  and  realizing  opportunities  
Developing  a  tactical  plan
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The future is bright
• Global  tourism  sector  will  outperform  the  global  economy  over  the  course  
of  the  next  ten  years.
• Travel  and  tourism  directly  employs1
•
•
•
•
•

7  times  more  than  automotive  manufacturing
5  times  more  than  the  global  chemicals  industry
4  times  more  than  the  global  banking  industry
4  times  more  than  the  global  mining  industry
Almost  2  times  more  than  the  global  financial  services  industry

1 :https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/08/the-‐growth-‐paradox-‐can-‐tourism-‐ever-‐be-‐sustainable/	
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What travelers want
• Consumers  want  authenticity,  personalization,  removal  of  friction,  and  on-
demand  functionality  in  their  travel  experiences.
• Today,  more  people  travel  for  culture,  food,  art,  and  safety  than  ever  
before.
• Responsible/sustainable  travel  is  a  goal  of  the  UN  and  citizens  around  the  
globe.
• Tourism  promotes  exchanges  between  people  from  different  parts  of  the  
world,  strengthening  understanding  between  cultures  and  fostering  peace  
between  communities  and  nations.  2

2	
  http://cf.cdn.unwto.org/sites/all/files/pdf/turismo_responsable_omt_acc.pdf
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Provincetown tourism
• Provincetown  tourism  is  an  economic  engine  that  provides  $200  million  in  
revenue.
• Tourism  has  a  direct  effect  on  the  organizations  that  are  located  in  Provincetown,  
bringing  national  recognition  and  awareness  to  local  nonprofits.  
• What  is  good  for  Provincetown’s  fragile  ecosystem  is  also  good  for  the  tourism  
business.  
• Renewable  energy
• Sustainable  building
• Protection  of  natural  resources

• Provincetown  tourism  can  align  to  the  UN  sustainable  goals  and  promote:
•
•
•
•

Environmental  education
Gender  equality
Integration  of  people  with  disabilities
Preservation  of  culture  and  history
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500 Businesses
Art
Theater
Fine  art
Photography
Video
Music
Retail
Fashion
Home  furnishing
Jewelry
Liquor  
Gourmet
Eclectic
Hardware
Thrift

Culinary
Casual
Luxury
Foodie
Active
Water  sports
Physical  fitness
Eco  tours
Cycling
Service
Spa
Hair  &  Makeup
Pets  

Lodging
Luxury
Adults-only
Romantic
Seasonal
Family
Campground
Dog-friendly
Organization
FAWC
CCS
Meeting  House
HRC
PAAM
Pilgrim  Monument
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The plan for Provincetown
• The  success  of  the  communication  and  marketing  plan  for  Provincetown  
centers  on  leveraging  the  strong  foundational  constituencies  that  provide  a  
broad  tourism  audience.  Some  locations  wish  they  had  one  of  the  
following  groups  to  attract,  while  Provincetown  has  all  of  them:
Art  •  History/Heritage  •  LGBTQ  •  Nature  •  Beach/Leisure
Outdoors  •  International  
• A  strong  marketing  plan  will  leverage  these  communities  and  develop  a  
programmatic  approach  to  marketing  that  provides  for  general  destination  
awareness  along  with  targeted  marketing  from  the  various  segments.  
Common  to  each  outreach  channel  will  be  developing  stories  that  stick.
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Mission and message
The  mission  of  the  Visitor  Services  Board  and  the  Provincetown  Tourism  
Office  is  to  market,  beautify  and  enhance  tourism  in  Provincetown.
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Mission and message
The  goals  we  set  to  achieve  our  mission  
• Maximize  opportunities  to  market  the  Provincetown  brand  as  a  place  
deeply  rooted  in  a  culture  of  creativity,  self-expression,  history  and  
heritage.  A  place  where  everyone  belongs.    
• Work  in  real  time  to  update  tactics  and  pursue  goals  that  bring  awareness  
of  Provincetown  as  the  quintessential  year  round  American  resort  town  
• Reach  out  to  national  and  international  audiences  eager  to  find  authentic  
destinations  for  vacation  and  living.
• Develop  sustainable  and  responsible  planning  that  aligns  with  UN  goals.  
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Mission and message
• Canvas  intersecting  market  sectors  to  gather  enthusiasts  who  passionately  seek  
experiences.
• Art  
• Fine  art,  photography,  theater,  music    

• American  history  and  culture
• LGBTQ,  immigrant,  Native  American

• Culinary
• Local  fare,  expert  culinary  cuisine,  trendsetting  kitchens

• Nature  and  outdoors
• Eco  tourism,  adventure,  physical  fitness

• Leisure
• Romantic  getaway,  wedding,  family  travel,  pet-friendly
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Let’s get tactical
• Utilize  digital  tools  to  maximize  communication  and  storytelling  opportunities  
developing  responsive  website/mobile,  social  media  and  activating  media  
opportunities.
• Using  video,  podcasts,  digital  and  print  collateral,  to  develop  an  approach  where  every  
story  resonates  with  its  audience.

• Deepen  the  relationship  with  local  businesses  and  organizations  to  focus  
attention  and  leverage  marketing  efforts.  
• Develop  sustainable  and  responsible  planning  that  align  to  UN  goals.  
• Share  best  practices  and  marketing  materials.
• Leverage  media  messaging  and  spending  through  coordinated  tactics.
• Ensure  the  success  of  established  events  and  develop  new  ideas  with  local  
entrepreneurs.  
3

THANK YOU.
August  28,  2017

www.redthread.nyc
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THE TOURISM SECTOR AND THE
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
Foreword

In 2015 tourism set a new record with 1.2 billion international

products, and protects our natural resources, thus preserving

tourists travelling throughout the world in one year.

the unique attractions of each destination.

This figure reflects the strength of the tourism sector, which

As the Secretary-General of the United Nations, Ban Ki-moon

currently accounts for 1 in 11 jobs worldwide, 7% of global

said: “Everyone has a role in sustainable tourism. Every action

exports and 10% of GDP, thereby contributing to economic

counts. This year, one billion international tourists will travel to

growth and development in many societies.

foreign destinations. Imagine what one act multiplied by one
billion can do.” 1

Spain is a clear example of this. For more than twenty years it
has been among the top five destinations worldwide according

At the World Tourism Organization and UN Global Compact

to data compiled by the World Tourism Organization (UNWTO).

Spain we are aware that companies play a key role and we

Tourism is the number one export sector in Spain and generates

want to support them in establishing a more sustainable and

13 out of every 100 jobs in the country.

responsible business model that contributes to the realization
of the Sustainable Development Goals that mark our common

In order for the sector to be able to continue to grow sustainably

agenda for the next 15 years.

and provide greater benefits to society, it is essential to operate
in a responsible manner.

To this end, we want to highlight how Spanish tourism
companies are making a commitment to responsible tourism

We need to promote an inclusive tourism sector that provides

by implementing the principles of the Global Code of Ethics for

decent working conditions for all, promotes culture and local

Tourism of the UNWTO and those of the Global Compact and
thus making a difference in society and in the sector.
There is great diversity of initiatives that can contribute their
part towards our common goals. We want to work together in

In order for the sector to continue to grow
sustainably and provide greater benefits
to society it is essential to operate in a
responsible manner and in the context of
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

05

order to make corporate social responsibility (CSR) in tourism
an example to follow and thus contribute to building a more
sustainable, and at the same time, a more competitive sector.

1 Message from the Secretary General of the UN, Ban Ki-moon on World
Tourism Day 2012, 27 September 2012 http://wtd.unwto.org/es/content/
mensaje-del-secretario-general-de-la-onu-ban-ki-moon

FOREWORD
Ángel Pes,
President
United Nations Global Compact
Network Spain
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THE TOURISM SECTOR AND THE
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
Foreword

This publication represents the culmination of virtually a year

to the SDGs. And the tourism sector appears in two important

of work between the UN Global Compact Network Spain, the

areas. First, as a source of prosperity: “Promoting sustainable

World Tourism Organization and thirteen entities of the sector.

tourism, changing the focus of the sector, with the focus on

We analysed the opportunity that the SDGs represent for

responsible citizens”. And second, as an important activity for

tourism and featured specific cases that are occurring, using a

the planet: “Protecting biodiversity as a key element to ensure

dynamic, multimedia format.

the sustainability of resources and priority economic sectors
in Spain, for example, through responsible tourism”. These are

Those living examples come from very different entities in terms

inputs to guide current and future work.

of their nature, size and area of activity: transport, hotel chains,
travel agencies, consultancy firms, educational institutions,
tourism technology and innovation enterprises and amusement
parks. This is a clear example of what the Global Compact is:
entities of highly diverse nature, which, in line with the United
Nations, commit to a compact for sustainable development.

Tourism is a great example for
conveying to enterprises that sustainable
development is a business driver.

The text explains the results of the work in multistakeholder
partnerships, an aspect which we are particularly proud of. This

Since the Spanish Network is an example within the Global

new way of working, recommended by the United Nations, has

Compact and taking into account the importance of the

allowed us to experience how combining the efforts of the public

tourism sector in Spain, the alliance of the UNWTO and the

and private sector offers a better result.

Global Compact has proven to be very advantageous. It is an
example—using the sectoral approach that we are called upon

The choice of tourism is not accidental. It is one of the most

to adopt—for other sectors, showing that we can advance from

important sectors for the economy of our country. Its example is

“no negative impact” to positive impact.

essential to convey to companies that sustainable development
is a business driver. It is a case where the principle of
“prosperous businesses in prosperous environments” is vividly
demonstrated.
The UN Global Compact Network Spain, in 2015, identified the
priorities of the Spanish private sector to contribute effectively
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TOURISM
A factor for growth and development

8
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TOURISM

A key sector in the world

Over the past six decades, tourism has experienced continued expansion
and diversification, becoming one of the biggest and fastest-growing
economic sectors in the world.
International tourist arrivals worldwide have grown from 25 million in 1950 to
nearly 1.2 billion in 2015. Similarly, international tourism revenues earned by
destinations around the world have grown from 2 billion US dollars in 1950 to
1.260 trillion in 2015 (1.136 trillion euros).2
Currently, tourism motivates billions of people to travel every year, and it is
estimated that the figure will continue to grow at an average of 3.3% annually
until 2030. According to the long-term forecasts of the UNWTO, international
tourist arrivals worldwide will grow to 1.8 billion.3
Noteworthy is the resilience shown by the sector in recent years, which
despite challenges such as the global economic crisis, natural disasters and
pandemics, has experienced almost uninterrupted growth.
This growth over the second half of the 20th century and the 21st is due to
the fact that access to tourism has progressively expanded thanks to the
2 UNWTO Tourism Highlights (Madrid: UNWTO, 2016 Edition).
3 UNWTO Tourism Towards 2030 Global Overview, (Madrid: UNWTO, October 2011)
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recognition of the right to holidays in the Universal Declaration of

Like any activity, tourism has powerful effects on the economy,

Human Rights , the improved adoption of labour rights in many

society and environment in generating countries and especially in

countries and the growing middle class worldwide. Furthermore,

the receiving countries. In addition to the socioeconomic impact

in recent decades the emergence of new technologies applied

of tourism, the sector, if managed sustainably, can be a factor for

to tourism and the decline in the price of transport, especially air

environmental preservation, promotion and cultural appreciation

transport, have led to an increase in international travel.

and understanding among peoples.

It is estimated that tourism today accounts for 10% of global

It is therefore essential for all actors, including companies

GDP (direct, indirect and induced impacts) and 7% of exports.

operating in the sector, to be aware of opportunities and

This economic activity results in substantial benefits for local

responsibilities alike, and to act accordingly so that their actions

communities, with the sector accounting for 1 in 11 jobs

leave a positive mark on the society in which they operate and

worldwide.

ensure the sustainability of the destination and their businesses.

4

These figures represent immense opportunities for economic
growth and development, but at the same time present great
challenges and responsibilities.
4 Article 24, Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Paris: United Nations,
December 1948)
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INTERNATIONAL TOURISM
Growth and diversification

The total number of international tourist arrivals (overnight visitors)

While Europe continues to maintain the biggest market share,

increased again in 2015 by 5%, for the sixth consecutive year,

with the Mediterranean and southern Europe being the world’s

which is equivalent to about 52 million more arrivals than in the

most visited area, this share has gradually decreased (from 58%

previous year. This amounts to almost 1.2 billion international

in 1995 to the current 51%) in favour of growth that has been

tourists travelling throughout the world in one year. This

taking place in other regions. The same applies to the region of

exponential growth is particularly visible in Asia and the Pacific,

the Americas, which in 1995 enjoyed a 21% market share and

Europe and the Americas.

now stands at 16%. Particularly notable is the increase in the
market share of Asia and the Pacific (16% to 24%), followed by

Since 1995, the increase in international tourist arrivals has meant

Africa (from 4% to 5%) and Middle East (from 2% to 4%).

growth for all regions.

TOURISM’S IMPORTANCE:

10%
GDP

Direct, indirect and induced

1/11
JOBS

Direct, indirect and induced

$US

7%

30%

1.5 TRILLION IN
EXPORTS

OF INTERNATIONAL
TRADE

OF EXPORTS IN

Direct, indirect and induced

SERVICES

© World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), 2016
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INTERNATIONAL TOURIST
ARRIVALS 2015
Market share (%)

EUROPE

608 million

AMERICAS

(51%)

193 million

ASIAPACIFIC

(16%)

MIDDLE EAST

53 million
AFRICA

279 million
(24%)

(4%)

53 million
(5%)

WORLD

1.186 billion

UNWTO Tourism Highlights (Madrid, UNWTO, 2016 edition)
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INTERNATIONAL TOURISM
A booming export sector

Revenue generated by international tourism contributed 1.136

As a worldwide export category, tourism ranks third, behind

trillion euros to the global economy in 2015 (1.260 trillion US

only fuel and chemicals, and ahead of food products and

dollars), an increase of 4.2% over the previous year. These

automotive industry. In many developing countries, tourism is

receipts, which are recorded as exports of the destination

the top export sector.

country, come from the expenditure of visitors during their stay
and are a valuable source of foreign exchange that translates to
employment and the local development of the destination.
Furthermore, if to these international tourism receipts
(the “travel” item of the balance of payments), we add the
expenditure on international transport services for non-resident
passengers, the total value of tourism exports reaches the
figure of 1.3 trillion euros (1.5 trillion US dollars).
International tourism accounts for 7% of total world exports
and 30% of exports in services. The share of tourism in total
exports of goods and services rose from 6% to 7% in 2015,
with international tourism outpacing the growth of world trade
in goods for the fourth consecutive year, increasing by 2.8% in
2015.
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TOURISM IN SPAIN

A key factor for economic and social development

Spain is one of the main tourist destinations in the world. It ranks

13% of the population in Spain,7 which exceeds the average rate

third worldwide in terms of revenue generated by tourism, and is

of employment in the sector worldwide.

number one in Europe, with 51 billion euros (57 billion US dollars)
To give an idea of the numbers, the annual average of the

in 2015.

number of workers in the tourism sector in 2015 was 2.3 million
It is also the number three destination in the world in terms of

people, up 5.4% over the previous year. The tourism branches

the number of tourist arrivals with 68 million overnight visitors in

with the highest volume of workers employed are food and

the country in 2015.

beverage service (50% of the total employed in tourism), other
tourism activities (23.8%), accommodation services (14.8%) and

For decades Spain has managed to remain in the ranking of the

passenger transport (11.4%).

top five global destinations in terms of both receipts and arrivals.
Jobs in the tourism sector are very diverse and sometimes
The main source market of tourists to Spain is Europe

serve as a gateway to the labour market, in particular for young

(predominantly tourists from Britain, France and Germany),

people, who can then develop their career in this field. We know

followed by the Latin American and Asian markets.

for example that in Spain, 8.4% of those employed in the sector

5

have primary education, 63.1% have secondary education and
The contribution of the tourism sector to Spanish GDP is 10.9%

28.5% university education.

according to the latest official data of 2014, representing 113.690
billion euros.6 In addition, tourism is a source of employment for

In the tourism sector, women traditionally constitute a large

5 UNWTO World Tourism Barometer, Volume 14, (Madrid: UNWTO, May 2016).
6 Cuenta Satélite del Turismo (CSTE) (Madrid: Instituto Nacional de Estadística, 2016).

7 Encuesta de Población Activa (EPA) (Madrid: Instituto Nacional Estadística,
2015)
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percentage of the workforce,8 and in Spain women account
for 44.3% of employment in the sector. In branches such as
accommodation services this percentage reaches 55.5% in
contrast to 17.2% female employment in the area of transport.
According to the Spanish National Statistics Institute (INE), in
2015, 21.5% of those employed in tourism were self-employed,
while 78.5% were salaried workers. Of the latter, 74.9% had
permanent contracts and the rest (25.1%) were temporary
workers.
One trend that has characterized tourism in Spain for many
years has been its seasonality, as it has been a sun-and-sand
destination in summer for tourists from northern Europe. This
seasonality inevitably impacts the rate of temporary employment
and the income for local workers. Over recent years steps have
been taken to diversify the tourism supply in order to attract
travellers during the low season, by promoting cultural, city, and
business tourism.

84.5 MILLION
77.5 MILLION
68.2 MILLION
56.9 MILLION
50.7 MILLION

FRANCE
USA
SPAIN

MOST-VISITED TOURISM
DESTINATIONS IN THE WORLD
INTERNATIONAL TOURIST
ARRIVALS 2015
© World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), 2016

CHINA
ITALY

UNWTO Tourism Highlights (Madrid, UNWTO, 2016 edition)

According to the 2015 data in the UNWTO Barometer, it seems
that this strategy is beginning to bear fruit given the growth of
tourism in the months of October (10%) and November (11%).
Particularly in recent months, growth in the demand by tourists
from the United Kingdom was recorded.

USA
CHINA
SPAIN

On the other hand, low-cost airlines and cruises continue to
expand in the Spanish market, and thus it appears that tourism
in Spain, as in the rest of Europe, will continue to grow at a
somewhat slower but stable pace in the coming years.

FRANCE
UNITED KINGDOM

184 MILLION EUROS
103 MILLION EUROS
51 MILLION EUROS
41 MILLION EUROS
41 MILLION EUROS

COUNTRIES EARNING THE MOST
FROM TOURISM
INTERNATIONAL TOURISM
RECEIPTS 2015
© World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), 2016

UNWTO Tourism Highlights (Madrid, UNWTO, 2016 edition)
8 Global Report on Women in Tourism 2010 (Madrid: UNWTO and UN Women,
2011)
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FROM THE MILLENNIUM
DEVELOPMENT GOALS
(MDGS) TO THE SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS (SDGS)
In September 2000, the 189 member countries of the United Nations signed
a global alliance that materialized in the establishment of the Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs). Among the goals set were to eradicate
extreme poverty and world hunger, achieve universal primary education,
ensure environmental sustainability and develop a global partnership for
development. This alliance came to an end in 2015 and despite the efforts
and advances, the achievement of the goals was uneven.
The 15 years of work on the MDGs revealed major difficulties for their
achievement, such as: the importance of identifying sources of funding,
the establishment of appropriate indicators to measure progress, and the
lack of clarity about the role of certain actors in achieving the agenda,
such as civil society and the private sector.
With these lessons learned, in January 2012, the Secretary-General of
the United Nations, Ban Ki-moon, established a task force to support the
preparation of the Post-2015 Agenda. This team brought together more
than 60 institutions and agencies of the United Nations family and other
international organizations. The conclusions of this work were presented in
June 2012 at the UN Conference on Sustainable Development (Rio + 20),
one of the most important global meetings on sustainable development
of our time, under the theme “The future we want“. From then on, the

20
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development goals?

report became the roadmap for defining a set of Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
GOALS (SDGS)
2015-2030
Finally, on 25 September 2015, the United Nations General

This agenda considers all contributions to sustainable

Assembly approved the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable

development regardless of the actor making them, enabling for

Development and with it, the Sustainable Development Goals,9

the first time companies to play a leading role in the realization

a framework comprising 17 goals and 169 targets, through

of the new development agenda.

which States, civil society and the private sector can guide and
measure their contributions to sustainable development out to
2030.
The new development agenda is the most ambitious to date
and its 17 Goals are intended to eradicate poverty, protect the
planet and ensure equality and prosperity for all.
9 UN Resolution A/RES/70/1
http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/70/1&referer=/
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THE SDGS AND
THE COMPANIES OF THE TOURISM SECTOR

2015 has become a landmark year for sustainability,

funding and investment in technology, infrastructure and

being the year in which governments agreed to adopt

human resources.10

the post-2015 development agenda. The new agenda
is transformative, as it focuses on people and contains
bold and ambitious goals. The Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) that build on and expand the Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs), whose implementation ended
in 2015, comprise 17 goals and 169 targets and will serve
as the framework for the new global development agenda
for the next fifteen years.
Tourism can contribute directly or indirectly to all these
Goals. Specifically, tourism appears in the targets of Goals
8, 12 and 14, which relate, respectively, to inclusive and
sustainable economic development, sustainable consumption
and production, and sustainable use of oceans and marine
resources.

Goal 8, promotes “sustained, inclusive and sustainable
economic growth, full and productive employment and
decent work for all” and includes target 8.9:

«by 2030, devise and implement policies to
promote sustainable tourism that creates jobs and
promotes local culture and products».

Sustainable tourism is firmly positioned in the post-2015
development agenda. To accomplish this agenda, however,
a clear implementation framework is needed, with adequate
10 Tourism and the SDGs (Madrid: UNWTO, 2015)
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Goal 12, aims at “ensuring sustainable Consumption and
Production patterns”. It comprises target 12.b:

«Develop and implement tools to monitor
sustainable development impacts for sustainable
tourism which creates jobs, promotes local culture
and products».
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The focus of Goal 14 is to “conserve and sustainably use
the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable
development”. The target 14.7 reads:

«by 2030 increase the economic benefits of
SIDS and LCDs from the sustainable use of
marine resources, including through sustainable
management of fisheries, aquaculture and
tourism».

The mandate of the United Nations for the implementation

“Protecting biodiversity as a key element to ensure the

of the SDGs in the business sector corresponds to the

sustainability of resources and priority economic sectors in

International Labour Organization and the United Nations

Spain, for example through responsible tourism.”

Global Compact, through local networks and national offices
of these organizations, respectively.

The World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), a specialized
agency of the United Nations and the leading international

At the local level, the UN Global Compact Network Spain

organization in the tourism sector, has the mission of

conducted a Post-2105 mapping exercise, which materialized

promoting the contribution of the tourism sector to the SDGs.

in the publication “Spain as a driving force of the development

The UNWTO is devoting efforts to contribute through technical

agenda agent”,11 in which the priorities of the Spanish private

assistance and training to the achievement of the SDGs,

sector were identified in order to contribute effectively to the

especially with regard to the goals in which tourism is explicitly

SDGs.

mentioned such as Goals 8, 12 and 14.

Through this exercise many priorities were identified in relation
with the five areas of the new agenda. Among them, two were
related to the tourism sector in the Planet and Prosperity areas:
“Promoting sustainable tourism, changing the focus of the
sector, with the focus on responsible citizens.”

11 España, como agente motor de la agenda de desarrollo 2030, (Madrid:
Red Española del Pacto Mundial, 2015)
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CHALLENGES OF
THE TOURISM SECTOR

In September 2015 the UN Global Compact Network Spain
and the World Tourism Organization signed a partnership
agreement to engage the companies of the Spanish tourism
sector in corporate social responsibility initiatives, with the
SDGs as the primary framework.

Employment
Environment
Sustainable Production and
Consumption

The two organizations conducted a joint survey with the

Partnerships

participation of 13 companies, with the aim of identifying

Transparency

potential challenges in the tourism sector in relation to the new
2030 Development Agenda.

Sustainable Cities

The survey identified the following challenges, which can be

Supply Chain

classified into 6 priority areas:

One of the main challenges of the sector has to do with
employment, especially in terms of ensuring that the
companies of the sector offer decent and stable jobs to
workers, particularly women and persons with disabilities.
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Another challenge is relative to the field of the environment.

five Sustainable Development Goals they consider priorities for

Tourism activities can cause impacts on ecosystems, so it is

the tourism sector in Spain: Goals 5, 8, 11, 13 and 17.

necessary to promote the efficient management of resources
and to support measures against climate change.
Responsible production and consumption are also
considered key challenges, with regard to both the supply
chain of the companies of the sector and the promotion of
sustainable consumption patterns among tourists.
Creating partnerships and opportunities for dialogue
between different actors, such as companies, governments,
civil society and the education sector, is essential in order to
promote knowledge-sharing and to multiply the impact.

«Achieve gender equality and empower all women
and girls»
Promote measures to guarantee the same labor rights and
opportunities for women.

An additional challenge is related to the need for transparency
processes in the organizations of the sector, promoting the
preparation of sustainability reports.
Furthermore, it is important to preserve destinations and to
promote sustainable and smart cities that benefit local
people and tourists.
Lastly, the sustainable management of supply chains is a key
issue for ensuring the sustainability of the sector, particularly
in relation with the assessment, training and contracting of

«Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable
economic growth, full and productive employment
and decent work for all»

suppliers.
The tourism industry can give access to decent work
The 13 companies participating in this project have highlighted

opportunities, particularly in developing countries.
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«Make cities and human settlements inclusive,
safe, resilient and sustainable»

«Take urgent action to combat climate change and
its impacts»

Promoting smarter and greener cities can attract tourists and

Reducing greenhouse gas emissions to guarantee the

also benefit residents.

sustainability of the tourism sector and preserve destinations
benefiting both tourists and local communities.

«Strengthen the means of implementation and
revitalize the global partnership for sustainable
development»
Public/public cooperation and multi stakeholder partnerships
are necessary for delivery on the post-2015 Development
Agenda. A global commitment is necessary.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR
THE TOURISM SECTOR

As is clear from the previous section, tourism is one of the largest and
fastest-growing economic sectors of the world, accounting for 10% of
world GDP and 7% of total international exports in 2015. These numbers
reflect the great potential of the sector and its capacity to influence global
challenges, particularly in relation with sustainable economic growth,
inclusive development and environmental preservation.
The sector has huge potential for creating decent jobs and promoting
entrepreneurship, helping to empower disadvantaged groups, particularly
young people and women.
Tourism also promotes exchanges between people from different parts
of the world, strengthening understanding between cultures and fostering
peace between communities and nations.
Tourism is therefore one of the most dynamic and far-reaching economic
sectors, and can make a decisive contribution to the achievement of the
SDGs.
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The companies of the tourism sector play an important
role in transforming the sector’s approach and introducing
sustainability criteria into their operations. These companies
can align their strategies with the SDGs by promoting
responsible tourism that respects the natural, cultural and
social environment and fosters the sustainable development of
tourism destinations.
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HOW CAN COMPANIES OF THE
TOURISM SECTOR CONTRIBUTE TO THE SDGS?

End poverty in all its forms everywhere
Tourism represents more than 10% of world GDP12 and has a

End hunger, achieve food security and improved
nutrition and promote sustainable agriculture

direct impact on international poverty levels. The sector should

Most of the world’s poverty is located in rural areas, where the

promote the creation of decent jobs that have a direct impact on

highest levels of malnutrition are found. Tourism can stimulate

the well-being of the local population and help them to obtain a

agricultural productivity through the production, use and sale

fair income, security and social protection and better prospects

of local products, and at the same time, provide an avenue for

for their personal development and social integration.

additional income for people living in tourism destinations.

Companies in the tourism sector have the potential to generate

Businesses in the sector can promote sustainable tourism,

decent jobs, especially for women, youth and disadvantaged

stimulate agricultural production through local consumption,

groups, by boosting the economy and local development

offer alternative business models such as agrotourism and be

through their activities and to act so as to avoid environmental

respectful of the environment and local customs.

and economic crises that impact the population.

12 UNWTO Annual Report 2015, (Madrid: OMT, 2016)
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Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education
and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all
Effective sustainable development can only be achieved by

Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for
all at all ages

ensuring that ethical values and responsibility in environmental,
economic and social matters are transmitted to the entire
population. Tourism has a direct impact on a large number

The tourism sector can operate in a sustainable, healthy and

of people, whose education will be key to achieving effective

safe manner for local communities, tourists and employees,

sustainable tourism.

contributing to the well-being of all of them.
The companies of the sector have several ways of contributing
Implementing appropriate health and safety plans and

to this Goal—by carrying out training programmes for visitors

carrying out suitable measures to prevent accidents or health

and employees, through community development projects

problems among tourists and employees are measures that

and by raising society’s awareness of a way to practice tourism

companies can contribute.

in a responsible manner. Companies should pay particular
attention to benefiting young people, women, older people,
indigenous people and persons with special needs.

New solutions to urgent problems related
to the environment, cultural heritage,
economy and society are necessary,
and the education of future actors must
be in accordance with these current
requirements.

Gilda Hernandez-Maskivker
Master Director, Master in Sustainable
Tourism Destinations and Regional Tourism
Planning
The Ostelea School of Tourism & Hospitality
Read more
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Achieve gender equality and empower all women
and girls

Ensure availability and sustainable management
of water and sanitation for all

A large number of employees and entrepreneurs in the tourism

The tourism activity requires substantial energy input and it

sector worldwide are women. However, they often occupy low-

can be very sensitive to water and sanitation restrictions in

paid positions, perpetuating inequality at the economic and

destinations. The tourism industries can carry out an efficient

The tourism sector can act as a vehicle for the

management of water resources and limit the negative impacts

empowerment of women, by providing decent employment at

for the local ecosystem while at the same time provide access

the local level, enabling them to improve their living conditions

to water for tourism and the local population.

social levels.

13

and enjoy greater autonomy.

Achieving gender equality and
empowering all women and girls is one
of the sustainable development goals
(SDGs) to which we in the tourism sector
are committed to actively contribute

Companies in the tourism sector should integrate sustainable
Businesses in the sector can therefore promote tourism that

management of water and sanitation in their business

improves the quality of women’s employment and that enables

strategies, taking into account pollution control, efficiency and

them to gain access to qualified jobs by creating programmes

safeguarding of resources.

for job training, integration and equality for women and girls in
the local communities where they operate.

Jose Ángel Preciados
General Director
Ilunion Hotels
Read more

13 Global Report on Women in Tourism 2010 (Madrid: UNWTO and UN
Women, 2011)
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Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable
and modern energy for all
In order to achieve sustainable tourism, it is necessary to

Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable
economic growth, full and productive
employment and decent work for all

promote access to affordable, clean and modern energy in

Tourism is one of the fastest-growing economic sectors in the

destinations.

world, currently accounting for the creation of 1 in every 11
jobs ,14 and is one of the main sources of revenue for many

Companies in the tourism sector can commit to developing

countries. It is therefore a key instrument for achieving inclusive

energy-efficiency measures as well as to increasing the use

and sustainable economic growth and providing decent

of renewable energy in their operations, while decreasing their

working conditions for a large number of people, particularly

reliance of fossil fuels, in order to achieve a sustainable and

young people and women.

beneficial economy for all.
The companies of the sector provide jobs that should be
decent throughout their value chain. They should also
encourage the hiring and entrepreneurship of local people,
especially among vulnerable groups.

At Viajes El Corte Inglés we have
programmes that focus on quality
training, through our own training plans
for our employees

Pedro Hita
Human Resources Director
Viajes El Corte Inglés
Read more

14
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UNWTO Tourism Highlights (Madrid: UNWTO, 2015 edition)

Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive
and sustainable industrialization and foster
innovation

Reduce inequality within and among countries

Infrastructure, industrialization processes and innovation are

is a powerful tool for community progress and for reducing

important issues in the development of tourism activity.

inequality. It is important for local communities and all key

Tourism accounts for 10% of world GDP. Tourism that
benefits society, the economy and protects the environment

actors to be involved in its development.

Rail is the mode of passenger and freight
transport that consumes the least energy
per unit transported, has the lowest
levels of CO2 emissions, contributes the
least to local pollution in urban areas,
and generates the smallest acoustic
impact

The companies in the sector have the capacity to invest in
sustainable facilities and infrastructures that allow universal

Companies of the sector can contribute to urban renewal and

access and use, especially by persons with disabilities and

rural development by helping to reduce regional imbalances

other disadvantaged groups. They can also improve the

and giving local communities the opportunity to prosper within

technological capability of tourism destinations, especially that

their place of origin.16

of rural communities, in terms of access to information and
communication technologies.15

Berta Barrero
General Director of Operations
RENFE
Read more

15 TIC y Turismo, Gobierno de España, 2015

16 Tourism and the Sustainable Development Goals (Madrid: UNWTO, 2015)
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Make cities and human settlements inclusive,
safe, resilient and sustainable
By 2050, seven out of every ten people will be living in urban
areas.17 Tourism requires accessible urban infrastructures
for all, with well-preserved heritage and it can help promote
the regeneration of marginal areas. To respond to this

We have launched an online and offline c-learning movement
with minube School, a collaborative learning initiative to co-create
a responsible and sustainable tourism industry. 2017 will be the
International Year of Sustainable Tourism and our work should be
aimed at achieving each of the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs), especially Goal 11: Sustainable cities and communities

demand, companies in the sector are interested in promoting
sustainable cities as well as green and resilient infrastructure
(more efficient, safe and accessible transport for all, green
areas and safe public spaces, among others).

Raúl Jimenez
CEO and Founder
Minube

Tourism in cities contributes to transforming the urban
landscape through the renewal of public spaces, public

Read more

infrastructure and connectivity, the development of local
services and recreational facilities. It stimulates innovation, the
use of technologies and advances the concept of smart cities
that not only creates a quality experience for visitors, but also
improves the quality of life of the local population.

We have before us the new model for tourism destinations of the 21st
century: the Smart Tourism Destination
Antonio López
President
SEGITTUR

Read more
17 International Guidelines on Urban and Territorial Planning (Nairobi:
UN-Habitat, 2015)
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Ensure sustainable consumption and production
patterns
In order to achieve a truly sustainable society, it is essential to
introduce responsible consumption and production patterns
into the tourism sector. The sector should promote sustainable
consumption and production practices by its employees, local
people and tourists, through measures such as the efficient
use of natural resources, the sustainable management of food
and waste, and careful selection of products and suppliers.
Companies in the sector have the opportunity to implement

Managing with a triple bottom line
-economic, social and environmentaltransforms the company into a true
factor of social change, generating
unquestionable added value

resource reuse and recycling measures, adopt sustainable
practices in relation to their supply chain, incorporate
sustainability information into their corporate reports and
promote local culture and products.

Felisa Palacio
CEO
Taranná
Read more
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The tourism sector is a key actor in the fight against climate

Conserve and sustainably use the oceans,
seas and marine resources for sustainable
development

change, since it generates around 5% of the total CO2

Tourism plays an important role in safeguarding oceans, seas

released to the atmosphere.

In addition, tourism involves

and marine resources, especially in coastal or insular areas,

the transformation of environments and natural resources

where the sector is the foundation of the economy, as well

and excessive use of fossil fuels. It is imperative to ensure

as in relation to maritime tourism. The sector should promote

the sustainability of the sector by securing its commitment to

the integrated management of coastal zones in order to help

environmental protection in order to mitigate negative effects

conserve and preserve marine ecosystems and serve as a

on people and tourism destinations.

vehicle for promoting the blue economy.

Companies of the sector can participate in the fight against

Companies operating in the coastal and maritime tourism sector

climate change by reducing energy consumption, promoting

can help prevent and reduce marine pollution and use marine

the use of renewable energy and creating alliances to combat

resources sustainably in their activities. In addition, responsible

climate change. These measures are especially relevant for the

operations can result in economic benefits for destination sites,

transport and hotel industries.

especially in underdeveloped coastal or island areas.

Take urgent action to combat climate change and
its impacts

José Luque
Our management model has always
been based on the practice of
Responsible Tourism
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CEO
Fuerte Hoteles
Read more

Protect, restore and promote sustainable use
of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage
forests, combat desertification, and halt the
reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity
loss
When companies have a consolidated
CSR policy that also includes an
environmental policy monitored by an
Environmental Management System that
requires the publication of an annual
Environmental Statement and continuous
improvement of their behaviour towards
their environment, it is time to take the
leap into the supply chain and extend
these sustainability practices to suppliers

Sustainable tourism contributes to generating long-term
benefits by investing in measures to combat deforestation
and desertification in order to maintain tourist destinations in
optimum conditions and to generate a greater flow of visitors
and benefits for the environment and local communities.
Companies that are committed to sustainable tourism can
create programmes for tourists focused on how to preserve
and care for the environment in order to help local communities
manage their visits and obtain the greatest possible benefit
with a minimum of risks to their ecosystems, their biodiversity
and their wildlife.

Choni Fernández
Director of Corporate Social
Responsibility
PortAventura World
Read more
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Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for
sustainable development, provide access to
justice for all and build effective, accountable and
inclusive institutions at all levels

Strengthen the means of implementation and
revitalize the global partnership for sustainable
development

Tourism can contribute to promote peaceful and inclusive

the planet is essential in order to achieve the Sustainable

societies, to promote the protection of the fundamental rights

Development Goals and thus ensure the well-being of the

of local communities and to fight against corruption. Tourism

population in the short and long term. Owing to its inter-sectoral

fosters tolerance and understanding between different

nature, tourism has the capacity to strengthen public-private

cultures and serves as a livelihood for local communities, while

partnerships and involve multiple stakeholders—international,

preventing violence and consolidating peace in societies that

national, regional and local—to work together to achieve the

have experienced recent conflicts.

SDGs. Cooperation between sector companies, civil society,

As a cross-cutting goal, SDG 17 is
essential for Iberia in order to achieve the
other objectives to which the company is
committed

The creation of alliances between the different actors of

Graciela Ramallo
Head of Internal Communications & CSR
Iberia
Read more

governments and educational institutions is essential to
Companies of the sector should involve local people in their

achieve effective sustainable tourism.

activities, provide them with decent work and make joint
decisions regarding the use of local resources, introduce

Companies in the tourism sector should encourage multi-

transparency measures in the organization to fight against

stakeholder initiatives to contribute to sustainable development

corruption, and guarantee and protect the human rights of

and to expand good practices in the sector in relation with the

locals, tourists and their employees.

new 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.

Public-private partnership between
the different actors involved in tourism
development is essential in order to
achieve tourism that is more ecoconscious, responsible and inclusive
Jorge Vallina

Thanks to tourism, traditions have
been recovered, different communities
have been made known, and the
value and richness of diversity have
been enhanced
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Luis García
CEO
Europa Mundo Vacaciones
Read more

Director for Sustainability and Tourism
Formagrupo
Read more
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EXAMPLES OF ACTIONS
TO GUIDE THE TOURISM
SECTOR
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The following is a series of examples of actions to guide the contribution
of tourism sector companies to the SDGs, each linked to several of the
Goals. These actions can give companies an idea of how to start working
on the new framework and understand in a practical way the link between
the private sector and the SDGs:
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SDG 1, 2, 8, 10 and 16

SDG 1, 3, 5 and 8

SDG 4, 8 and 12

SDG 3, 12, 13, 14 and 15

Provide decent working conditions
for employees and through the value
chain, especially to suppliers operating in countries with weak legislation,
to ensure that these people live in
decent conditions.

Promote development in the places
where the company operates, by
supporting the local economy and
local products and by hiring people
at destination sites, especially those
belonging to vulnerable groups.

Develop a training plan in the
company on sustainability, including
topics such as human rights,
environmental education, respect
for
local
culture,
responsible
consumption, etc., aimed at the entire
value chain (employees, suppliers,
tourists, different departments and
positions in the company).

Promote awareness among travellers
and tourists to make sustainability
an attribute of value in the choice of
destinations, products and tourism
services and raise awareness of
the importance of their responsible
behaviour in the destination.

SDG 1, 2, 5 and 8

SDG 3 and 8

SDG 1, 4, 8 and 10

SDG 6, 14 and 15

Put in place equality policies
in the company, giving women
the opportunity for professional
development in an egalitarian
manner, for example, by training
providers in gender equality and
training local women to acquire new
skills related to tourism.

Establish adequate safety and
hygiene measures in the activities,
products and services of the
company, so as not to compromise
the health of workers, tourists or local
communities.

Encourage the recruitment and
training of young people in the local
communities where the company
has operations, to provide new
generations with equal opportunities

Carry
out
sustainable
water
management in the activities of the
company, with a strict policy on the
consumption and reuse of water and
avoid polluting the ecosystems of
destination sites.

SDG 7 and 13

SDG 3, 5, 9 and 11

SDG 8, 9 and 11

SDG 4, 9, 11 and 13

Establish energy-saving and energyefficiency measures in the activities
of the company, to reduce the energy
cost of services.

Integrate persons with disabilities
in destination sites by eliminating
physical and attitude barriers.

Invest in facilities, technology and
transportation with equitable and
affordable access for all, which
benefit both tourists and local
communities.

Include the use of new technologies
in the optimization of processes,
the
communication
of
tourist
sustainability and the construction of
smarter destinations.

SDG 1, 8 and 10

SDG 8, 9 and 11

SDG 4 and 12

SDG 6, 7, 13, 14 and 15

Involve and respect the local
community in corporate strategy:
Use local labour and suppliers, value
and promote local culture, protect the
environment and invest some of the
profits in boosting local development
and infrastructure.

Promote sustainable cities, preserve
the cultural and natural heritage of
destination cities, by encouraging
green and resilient infrastructure
using local materials and labour.

Raise
awareness
regarding
responsible
production
and
consumption
patterns
among
all interest groups and develop
common sustainability standards
and methodologies in relation to the
life cycle of tourism services and
products.

Continuously determine, evaluate
and prevent environmental risks in
the company’s activities, in order
to become low-carbon companies
that make efficient use of natural
resources.
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SDG 4, 7 and 13

SDG 6, 13 and 14

SDG 4, 13, 14 and 15

SDG 8 and 16

Implement management systems
that are certified in accordance with
international standards.

Sustainably manage and protect
marine and coastal habitats at
destination sites to prevent and
reduce marine pollution and take
measures to restore them.

Put in place measures to raise
awareness among tourists and local
communities regarding safeguarding
the environment, so as to prevent
impacts on the landscapes, forests
and other natural resources of
destination sites.

Develop a code of ethics in the
company, in order to ensure
responsible
and
transparent
management and ethical behaviour
of the members of the company in
the performance of their activities.

SDG 8 and 12

SDG 4, 8, 12and 17

SDG 1, 2, 3, 4, 8 and 10

SDG 17

Promote social responsibility and
sustainability in the supply chain by
training and evaluating suppliers and
by including the relevant clauses in
contracts.

Disseminate
the
management
models and good practices of companies of the sector in the areas of
social responsibility and sustainability through conferences, workshops,
forums, debates, etc.

Carry out cooperation projects
focused on the development of local
economies that make it possible to
improve the living conditions of the
greater number of people possible.

Create public-private partnerships
with civil society, universities, the
public sector and other companies in
the tourism sector or others, to carry
out projects that contribute to the
development of sustainable tourism.

TOOLS FOR WORKING
ON THE SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS
The following are the tools that the United Nations makes

Business Call to Action: This initiative promoted by the

available

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) seeks

to

companies

to

work

on

the

Sustainable

Development Goals.

to encourage the private sector to implement innovative
business models that combine profit with impact on

SDG Compass: This provides tools and information for

development.

companies on how they can align their strategies as well as
measure and manage their contribution to the realization of the

Sustainable Energy for All: A United Nations initiative

SDGs.

that brings together leaders from all sectors of society
(governments, companies and civil society) to work together

Guide on Implementing the UN Guiding Principles

to transform current energy systems.

on Business and Human Rights: This tool contributes
knowledge and training, evaluates the current situation in

Sustainable Development Knowledge Platform: A United

the field of Human Rights and identifies the main risks and

Nations platform to share knowledge and tools among all the

impacts. The Sustainable Development Goals are directly

actors of the planet, in relation to the SDGs.

related to Human Rights.
Integrity and Transparency Management System: This
tool provides a practical and simple solution to help the private
sector to prevent, detect and respond to possible corruption
practices.
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BEST PRACTICES

We invite you to become familiar with the good practices that companies
in the sector are already working on to achieve the Sustainable
Development Goals.
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WORLD TOURISM
ORGANIZATION (UNWTO)

UNITED NATIONS GLOBAL
COMPACT

The World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), a United Nations

The United Nations Global Compact is the world’s largest

specialized agency, is the leading international organization

public-private alliance for development, in which 13,000

with the decisive and central role in promoting the development

signatories from 145 different countries unite to promote the

of responsible, sustainable and universally accessible tourism.

Ten Principles based on universal declarations and conventions

It serves as a global forum for tourism policy issues and

relative to human right, labour rules, the environment and anti-

a practical source of tourism know-how.

corruption.

Its membership

currently includes 157 countries, 6 territories, 2 permanent
observers and over 500 Affiliate Members representing the

The United Nations Global Compact operates in Spain through

private sector, educational institutions, tourism associations

the Spanish Network, which currently has more than 2,600

and local tourism authorities.

signatories to this corporate social responsibility initiative: 12%
are large companies, 72% are SMEs and 16% are other types
of entities (tertiary sector, trade unions / business associations
and educational institutions).
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INITIATIVES OF
THE WORLD TOURISM ORGANIZATION
Below are the initiatives that the World Tourism Organization is

standards for tourism education, this certification facilitates

working on with companies in the sector with a view to achieving

continuous improvement of education, training and research in

sustainable and responsible tourism.

tourism.

UNWTO Global Code of Ethics for Tourism:

this is a

ST-EP Initiative: This initiative promotes poverty alleviation

fundamental frame of reference for responsible and sustainable

by supporting sustainable development projects carried out by

tourism. It consists of a comprehensive set of principles designed

the UNWTO in collaboration with partners from the public and

to guide key-players in tourism development: governments, the

private sectors.

travel industry, communities and tourists alike.
Hotel Energy Solutions (HES): This initiative provides tools
Private Sector Commitment to the UNWTO Global Code

to enable hotel and tourism accommodation enterprises to

of Ethics for Tourism: This commitment represents a public

measure, assess and reduce their energy consumption and

statement of a business or tourist association’s commitment to

carbon footprint.

uphold the principles of the Code and to implement them into
their corporate governance.

Nearly Zero Energy Hotels (neZEH): This European initiative
helps in renovations of hotels into nearly Zero Energy Buildings

Tourism and the Sustainable Development Goals: The

by providing technical advice and training activities.

UNWTO has developed a practical guide on how tourism can
contribute directly or indirectly to the achievement of each SDG.

Manuals and recommendations on accessible tourism:

Through it, companies can see how their actions can influence

The UNWTO has developed a series of manuals on the tools

each of the 17 SDGs.

and best practices to help companies acquire the necessary
expertise to make infrastructure and tourist attractions

UNWTO.TedQual Certification System: The UNWTO.
TedQual Certification is aimed at tourism education, training or
research institutions. Through the definition of minimum quality
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accessible to all.

INITIATIVES OF
THE UNITED NATIONS GLOBAL COMPACT
Below are some of the specific initiatives that the United

CEO Water Mandate: Initiative for the development,

Nations Global Compact is promoting to help companies

implementation and dissemination of water sustainability

achieve the Sustainable Development Goals:

policies and practices.

Women’s Empowerment Principles: A joint initiative of the

Caring for Climate: Business Leadership Initiative on Climate

United Nations Global Compact and UN Women that provides

Change.

guidance to companies on how to empower women in the
workplace, markets and the community.

Business for the rule of law: Initiative to strengthen the rule
of law by the private sector.

Business for Peace: An initiative to reduce conflict and
instability in the world by the business sector.
Food and Agriculture Business Principles: Designed to
promote sustainability in agriculture and food.
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Introduction
The world of travel and hospitality has entered a new era of growth and transformation. Global
business travel spending hit a record-breaking $1.2 trillion in 2015, up five percent from the previous
year.1 In the United States, renewed consumer confidence, along with a shift in household spending
from goods to services and experiences2 (Figure 1) helped leisure travel gross bookings sustain a
growth rate well ahead of gross domestic product (GDP).3 Healthy booking growth is projected to
continue across the leisure and business fronts in 2017, but the spoils are not guaranteed to travel’s
biggest or most-well-known brands. The past few years taught established industry incumbents to
never again underestimate a seemingly innocent travel startup.
A combination of forces, including shifts in the global economy, game-changing innovation, geopolitical turmoil, natural disasters, pandemics, and rising consumer demands reshaped the travel
landscape in 2016. Expect a similar climate in 2017. Most smart travel leaders have come to accept
this frenetic pace of disruption as the norm and must try to remain vigilant, as the winners in 2017 will
likely be those most responsive to change.
Deloitte’s popular Patterns of Disruption series offers critical insight into the manifestations of
disruption, and advises businesses to become laser-focused on five specific catalysts of change: the
economy, enabling technology, platforms, consumer mindsets, and public policy.
In this year’s outlook, we reflect on some of these powerful elements of change and how they may
impact travel in 2017.

Figure 1. Consumer expenditure (percent of total household expenditure)
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Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2016
Note: Goods include food and drinks, tobacco, clothing and footwear, and household goods.
Services include communications, leisure and recreation, and hotels and catering.
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Economy
While much of the hype around disruption often centers on
technology and innovation, travel and hospitality companies must
keep a close eye on economic trends. Hotels, airlines, and other
travel segments are particularly vulnerable to the ebbs and flows of
economic conditions. The recent recession was a harsh reminder
that consumers will be quick to cut travel from their budgets at the
mere hint of a financial downturn.
Strong economic indicators help fuel travel demand in 2017
Economic fundamentals for consumer spending are solid going
into 2017. The labor market continues to strengthen. An average of
181,000 jobs were added per month in 2016.4 As the labor market
tightens further, income growth is likely to edge up in the short
to medium term. Disposable personal income was up 3.4 percent
towards year end, and average hourly earnings are accelerating.5
For consumers, income growth is corresponding with rising asset
prices. House prices crossed their pre-2008 peaks and key equity
indices hit all-time highs in November. This boosted household
wealth and aided consumer spending. Overall, consumer
confidence remains elevated, even after the exhausting election
cycle of 2016.
Projecting the influence of that election cycle on consumer
spending and the broader economy, however, remains difficult.
Notwithstanding, travel companies have good reason to remain
optimistic. Improvements in the job market have helped boost
family income for the first time since 2007,6 and should help the US
travel industry sustain a growth rate significantly faster than GDP.
The US leisure travel market notched its fourth straight year of five
percent growth in 2015, reaching $341 billion.7 Stronger growth
(closer to six percent) is projected for 2017, pushing the market
closer to $381 billion by the end of 2017.8
Confident consumers will likely bode well for hotels, airlines
and online players—despite the surge of new inventory into
the marketplace
Travel companies should anticipate healthy demand for all types of
trips throughout 2017, including domestic, inbound and outbound.
The impacts on bottom line, however, will vary across travel
segments.
Hotels to capitalize on healthy demand
Major hotel groups, including Marriott, Hilton, and InterContinental
Hotels Group, reported steady earnings throughout 2016.9 Most
were able to capitalize on healthy travel demand to hit record-high
04

levels of occupancy, which hotel managers leveraged to drive up
room rates. While occupancy looks to have hit its peak, other major
hotel key performance indicators (KPIs), including average daily
rates (ADR) (3.1 percent) and revenue per available room (RevPAR)
(2.9 percent), remained positive throughout the year.10
One of the biggest challenges hoteliers will face in 2017 is
sustaining growth as online private accommodation aggregators
flood the marketplace with new inventory. There is little doubt
that companies like Airbnb already compete head-to-head with
hotels in certain segments of the market. Some of this business
may be additive, as travelers take more or longer trips than they
would without the option, but perhaps more importantly, private
accommodations have altered consumer expectations on a
fundamental level—by redefining what and where a hotel is. The
hotel industry has proved to be extremely resilient during this
marketplace shift. Industry forecasts project continued success,
estimating a 4.3 percent gain in hotel revenues for 2017.11 This is
phenomenal growth considering one in three US leisure travelers
stayed in some form of private accommodations in 2015.12
OTAs reap the rewards
Strength in the lodging sector will continue to benefit online travel
agencies (OTAs) as travelers turn to them to sort through options
and find deals in a fragmented marketplace. OTAs should continue
to leverage their technology expertise to provide online travel
planners with best-in-class shopping and booking experiences
(particularly on the mobile front), or risk losing market share to
travel suppliers who will continue their relentless effort to drive
direct bookings.
Headwinds for airlines?
Strong consumer confidence also helped airlines fare well in
2016. But while major carriers reported steady profits and
healthy margins throughout the year, challenging times lie ahead,
particularly for legacy airlines. For some, new labor deals will
put immense pressure on operating costs. This will occur as the
industry also begins to deal with an uptick in oil prices.
Ultimately, airlines will have little option but to increase fares and
prices of ancillary products to offset rising operating costs. But this
is easier said than done. The fare environment is still extremely
competitive, making it difficult to simply charge more to boost
profits. Traditional legacy carriers continue to receive competitive
pressure from every direction, including low-cost carriers (LCCs)
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and the intrusion of foreign competition from expanding gulf
carriers. Many airlines are planning for low-single-digit growth next
year, with even less growth expected in the trans-Atlantic sector,
where Brexit and terrorism concerns are already hurting revenues.13
Neglect risk management, and risk losing your
traveler’s trust
The risk of external events always lingers on the horizon, ready
to disrupt any positive impacts of a robust domestic economy.
For example, the influence of Brexit and recent terrorist acts in
Western Europe are reminders that, while globalization has brought
innumerable benefits to the travel market, interdependence also
has its downsides. Pandemics such as the Zika virus can also have
regional and global impact on travel behavior.
Additionally, travel and hospitality companies will become more
vulnerable to other risks in 2017, such as cyber-attacks and food
safety. Data breaches are happening more often—and with
unprecedented sophistication. In the months ahead, mitigating
cyber-risk will only prove more challenging as travel companies
continue to open their doors to new technology enablers and

third-party vendors. And, in an effort to satisfy the enormous
demand for locally-sourced, organic food options, restaurants
and hotels are leaving themselves more exposed to food safety
incidents. A recent study by the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) linked the rise in organic farming to increased
foodborne illness outbreaks.14 Consumer perception often credits
organic foods as being safer than conventionally produced foods,
but organic standards do not always address safety issues such as
microbial hazards.
Investing in enterprise risk management (ERM) is no longer an option
for travel and hospitality companies. Thoughtful awareness of risk
should be embedded into the very fabric of the organization—with
senior executive and board level support. Travel brands bridge
a physical gap with their customers unlike most other types of
businesses. Hotels are temporary homes for their guests. Airlines fly
passengers around the skies. Relationships between travel brands
and their customers are heavily built on trust, and businesses which
want to drive bookings should strive to do everything in their power
to protect this delicately balanced relationship.
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Consumer mindsets
Businesses are driven by customer demand. But customers’ values,
preferences, and expectations are not fixed, nor are they universal.
Changing consumer expectations will continue to force travel
businesses to adapt in 2017.
Travel brands still aspire to meet high expectations set by
non-travel brands
With the exception of frequent business travelers, most consumers
do not travel very often—maybe two or three times a year.
Consequently, their exposure to travel brands is relatively limited.
Everyday brands such as Amazon, Starbucks, and Seamless,
however, showcase their innovation and services to their
customers often—sometimes daily. Many of these brands are
leading on the customer experience front and setting the bar high
for consumers’ brand expectations.
For example, Amazon retrained consumers to expect products on
their doorstep in record time (and at a very low cost). Starbucks
gifted coffee drinkers with mobile functionality to streamline
their daily coffee purchase. Food-ordering service Seamless and
a slew of dating apps raised expectations about what is possible
with just a few taps or swipes. Travel and hospitality brands will
find themselves subject to the same expectations. Those able to
capitalize on these changing expectations with speed and agility
are more likely to capture their share of the billions of dollars in
2017 global travel growth.
But what exactly are these expectations? While different businesses
offer consumers various products and services, there are overarching
themes around how expectations are changing—and these generally
center around authenticity, personalized experiences, removal
of friction, and on-demand functionality.
Moving beyond brand: Meeting new expectations with a
differentiated experience
Great travel experiences are truly valuable and memorable. Today’s
hotel guests, for example, will define a brand by the quality of
their experiences across a proliferation of touchpoints, including
smartphones, desktops, wearable apps, over the phone, and onproperty. Brands which make an effort to infuse elements of ondemand, personalization, and authenticity into these channels will
likely fare much better than brands which do not, generating more
revenue by driving loyalty, positive reviews, social likes and shares,
and word-of-mouth recommendations. Experience is now integral
to core travel product offerings.
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Striving for authenticity
There should be no doubt as to whether the rising penchant
for authentic and unique products and experiences is real. For
Example: The explosion of craft beer; the rising demand for
locally sourced and organic food; and even “indie” music has gone
mainstream. The customer is changing, and it’s impacting travel in
a big way. The rapid growth of Airbnb proves there is an enormous
market for travel products outside of mainstream offerings—and
smart hoteliers are capitalizing on the trend.
Hilton is one example. The hotel giant disrupted the midscale
category with the 2016 launch of its Tru brand—even as competitors
rushed to market with their own boutique and lifestyle brands.
Tru is not only on pace to be Hilton’s most valuable brand, it is its
fastest-growing brand in company history.15 Tru properties, as well
as other brands in the midscale segment, are beginning to see the
benefits of offerings such as smart and efficiently designed guest
rooms, reimagined public spaces, and creative updates around food
and beverage. Additionally, investing in mobile check-in, fast Wi-Fi,
and digital room keys can also help properties deliver elements of
on-demand. Brands that embody a lifestyle that goes beyond their
offering are receiving positive reactions from the marketplace.
Rising demand for authenticity also continues to rattle the
restaurant industry. Established fast-casual brands, as well as a
number of rising stars, continue to capitalize on shifting consumer
behavior by offering meals with high-quality, organic ingredients
that are customizable and served quickly. This unique product
offering has helped the fast-casual segment sustain double-digit
growth over the past few years.16 The big question is whether this
growth will continue during 2017. Overall, it is not looking likely.
While high-quality, farm-to-table dishes are certainly appetizing,
there is only a finite population of consumers willing to dish-out the
average $8-$15 these meals typically cost.17
Authentic and unique experiences create a social ripple effect
The rise of authentic products and experiences has many likely
drivers, but travel companies should pay close attention to the
influence of picture- and video-based social platforms—namely
Instagram and Snapchat. Younger generations are using these
social networks to do more than keep in touch with friends and
family. They leverage platforms like Instagram to curate and
market their own individual brands. And they do this by using just
pictures and short videos (and sometimes a few words). Trips make
excellent opportunities to generate “likes” and “shares,” and travel
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companies should make it a point to create experiences worth
sharing in order to capitalize on the enormous exposure these
platforms provide. Providing a “sea of same” experience will not
generate a ripple-effect in 2017’s social ecosystem.
Travel’s big problem with personalization
Personalization has been a hot industry topic for a few years.
Most travel brands realize that making a traveler feel special and
appreciated can go a long way. Ultimately, the goal is to leverage
data to automate personalization and drive conversion but, so far,
much is left to be desired in terms of the travel industry’s effort
on the personalization front. In fact, most consumers probably
do not feel that travel brands offer much personalization, at least
not in the way that Amazon provides recommendations based on
personal tastes.
Why is the travel industry coming up short? Here are a few
potential reasons:
•• Infrequent travel makes it incredibly difficult for travel companies
to capture enough behavioral data to determine actionable
preferences.

Can social network data take personalization to the
next level?
The more you know about your customer, the better equipped
you are to personalize. In this respect, social networks such
as Facebook and Instagram may be the key to achieving true
personalization. Every day, users of these networks reveal intimate
information about themselves that could give travel companies a
better lens into customer travel preferences.
Consider this scenario. A couple is planning a destination wedding,
and in the months leading up to their event, the bride and groom
use Instagram and Facebook to post updates, tag pictures, and
“like” content related to their big day. This data is not only timely, it
is contextual, and can be leveraged to help personalize hotel and
flight offerings when the couple begins to plan trips online. While
this scenario might seem a bit simplistic, the point is that much of
the data travel companies need to achieve true personalization
already exists. Leveraging it, however, requires a shift in how
companies and organizations break down data siloes in ways that
are beneficial to everyone involved. And of course, consumer data
privacy issues will remain a hurdle.

•• While mobile is helping digital travel companies establish customer
identity, most online customers are still anonymous.
•• Whereas companies like Spotify own the end-to-end experience of
their products, vacations and business trips often involve shopping
and purchase activity across a large number of websites and travel
suppliers, making it difficult for travel companies to understand the
“big picture.”
•• Perhaps most importantly, consumers are different travelers
on different trips. Travel behavior and preferences change
dramatically depending on the context of a specific trip, such
as traveling alone for business or taking a family vacation. It is
extremely difficult for travel companies to predict intent before
travel planners land on their website. Or is it?
07
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Enabling technology
Navigating the technology paradox
Over the past few years, millions of dollars have been spent
upgrading properties with tablet kiosks, assuming hotel guests
would prefer a digital check-in experience. After all, digital kiosks
have been a huge hit for airlines. However, in many hotels, newly
installed kiosks went largely unused. Hoteliers failed to consider
that guests might still value the opportunity to interact with staff
to talk through the details of their stay—and possibly bargain for a
suite upgrade. In the end, app-based mobile check-in proliferated,
making hotel tablet kiosks virtually obsolete.
This is an important lesson for the travel industry. 2017 should be
the year travel companies think beyond the “what” of technology
innovation and proliferation—the shiny devices, applications, and
capabilities—and understand what technologies consumers are
ready to adopt, and what experiences will drive real value. Travel
companies must first envision the customer experience they want
to deliver. Then, they can explore the technology options best
suited to support their goals. Companies should resist the urge to
invest in new technology simply because it seems innovative.
Making the right technology plays, however, will only become more
difficult in the years ahead. From augmented and virtual reality to
the Internet of Things (IoT), the promise of emerging technology
has never been greater. What is poised to transform the travel
experience in 2017—and what technology is still mostly hype?
Travelers will feel the true power of mobile in 2017
2017 will be the year when travelers experience what mobile truly
has to offer. Until now, travel suppliers such as hotels and airlines
have tested the waters with basic functionality—including flight and
hotel check-ins, boarding passes, itinerary updates, and shopping
and booking capability. A confluence of technologies, including
faster processing power, cloud computing, and IoT will come
together to push the mobile channel to the next level—removing
existing pain points from travel and improving the overall trip
experience in the process.
Delta Air Lines emerged as a mobile leader late in 2016. The
airline’s latest app upgrade enables flyers to track their bags using
radio-frequency identification (RFID) technology. In reality, the
number of flyers who lose their bags is actually quite small—but
this is irrelevant. The underlying offer is peace of mind, and in this
case, Delta Air Lines successfully leveraged technology to remove
an existing pain point in the flying experience. Travelers who fly
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with the carrier no longer have to wonder if their bags will meet
them at their destination. This experience can make a difference
the next time a Delta Air Lines flyer needs to choose between two
carriers for their next flight.
In 2017, hoteliers will leverage the power of mobile to take the
on property experience to the next level. For example, Virgin’s
hotel app “Lucy” provides some visibility as to where things may
be headed. Branded the app that “Makes Things Happen,” Lucy
enables guests to control the temperature of their room, order
room service, book spa appointments, and even text with hotel
staff and other guests. 2017 may be the year when functionality like
this loses its “wow” factor and becomes the norm. Hotels should
seriously contemplate the implications of falling behind during this
next wave of mobile transformation.
Machines come of age
By machines, we do not mean robots that deliver towels to your
hotel room (even though that is a reality in some hotels today).
Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning are reaching a new
level of maturity and are poised to transform how consumers plan
travel, as well as offer travel businesses a way to slash operating
costs.
At a high level, AI is software built to think like a human—and it is
at an evolutionary tipping point. Consumers already encounter
elements of AI in their daily life in the form of complex yet
overlooked functionality, such as texting autocorrect and product
recommendations. Tech giants such as Google, Apple Inc., and
Amazon are all heavily engaged in an AI arms race, which will likely
push the technology into the consumer market at groundbreaking
speed in 2017.
Virtual travel agents may be closer than we think
So far, the most popular use case for consumer-facing AI within
travel is virtual assistants and chat bots, which are typically
embedded in messaging platforms. The vision of dozens of hopeful
startups (and established industry players) is to remove some
of the friction in online travel planning and booking, allowing
consumers to text with virtual travel agents rather than visiting
dozens of different travel websites. While virtual assistants are not
new in travel, ones that become smarter as they interact with users
are on the rise. The concept is forward-thinking—and represents a
dramatic shift away from traditional online travel planning. But the
vision may have a fundamental flaw: Are travelers ready to trust
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robots to recommend and book the perfect vacation at the best
price? The question may sound a bit futuristic, but companies seem
to be investing in technology without considering this critical point.
For 2017, AI holds the most promise for streamlining business
processes and reducing operating costs. Airlines have moved
past the experimentation phase with machine learning to
implementing it. EasyJet is using AI to better stock its planes
with food and beverages prior to takeoff. A smaller branch of AI,
robotic process automation (RPA), applies principles of AI to help
increase efficiencies of enterprise applications such as customer
relationship management (CRM) and supply chain management.
Overall, throughout 2017, travel companies should be aiming AI at
low-hanging fruit by implementing it to automate tedious customer
service tasks such as reservation switches and cancellations.
Sensors shape the travel experience
Imagine a groggy business traveler arriving at a hotel after a long,
sleepless, red-eye flight. Upon entering the lobby, the traveler’s
smartphone communicates with the hotel’s property management
system (PMS) and automates check-in. The PMS then sends a digital
alert to the closest member of hotel staff to greet the guest by
name and help with luggage. When the traveler approaches their
room, the door automatically unlocks and the lighting, temperature,
and entertainment settings automatically adjust to the traveler’s
preferences. After ordering room service, a connected dining tray
senses the guest is finished eating, and alerts housekeeping for
pick-up. It’s no surprise that this traveler books with this hotel often
because they find the experience to be exceptional.
These technological capabilities are enabled by IoT, a system in
which sensors are embedded in objects linked through wired and
wireless networks—not only via the Internet, but also through
Bluetooth, near-field communications, cellular, and Wi-Fi. While
the technology to facilitate these experiences has existed for quite
some time, we are on the cusp of an explosion in the adoption
of IoT due to the proliferation of connected devices and because
costs and technological barriers are coming down.
The promise of IoT
The promise of IoT goes beyond the customer experience. Hoteliers,
airlines, and other travel companies can also leverage connected
sensors to improve operational efficiencies such as energy and
water consumption. Additionally, once enough sensors are in place,
the integration of advanced analytics and machine learning will
propel the IoT platform to an entirely new level some are calling
“Cognitive IoT,” which bridges the gap between virtual and physical,
creating environments that learn and adapt to customer behavior in
real time. It may be a while until the travel industry reaches that level
of sophistication, but the wheels are certainly in motion. IoT is scaling
quickly—particularly in hospitality and retail, where machine-tomachine connections grew by 88 percent in 2014.18

“2017 will be a pivotal year
where ground transportation
players have something
to prove.“
While the future of IoT looks very promising, many travel
companies are embracing the technology with some calculated
caution. As with any leading-edge technology, hurdles exist. For
hoteliers, developing a holistic and impactful IoT strategy will likely
to be a challenging endeavor with many things to consider, such
as deciding what functionality to aim at first, picking the right
hardware and technology vendors, and coordinating a plan to
retrofit existing properties. This could be particularly challenging
for large hotel chains with multiple different owners, which should
strive to synchronize implementation across properties to help
ensure travelers have a consistent brand experience. Cyber
security should also remain top-of-mind, as more connections
create more vulnerability.
2017 may prove that the ground transportation battle is far
from over
Few industries have felt the impact of enabling technology like
ground transportation. Within this segment, rising technology
stars are challenging established industry incumbents for a
dominant position in the marketplace. 2017 will be a pivotal year
where ground transportation players have something to prove.
Late in 2016, ridesharing receipts exceeded traditional ground
transportation for the first time ever among business travelers.19
While this might lead many to believe that ridesharing is now the
standard, the space remains open to competition.
The ridesharing economic model is a complex balance that
connects a healthy supply of non-contract, transient labor looking
for the highest wage with demand from consumers looking for the
lowest fare. Inevitably, ridesharing companies continue to battle
for the long-term sustainability of the economic model while still
navigating a complex regulatory environment involving labor and
public safety.
While ridesharing brands have certainly established a strong
foothold in ground transportation, do not expect former
incumbents like rental car and taxi cab companies to continue
on without a fight. They continue to implement technology at
key pain-points, in an attempt to win back customers who have
new expectations of what ground travel feels like. Overall, these
dynamics set up 2017 as a year when ground transportation
tackles a pivotal question with sector-wide relevancy, “Can a lowcost customer experience be a profitable business for all?”
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Conceptualize your brand as a platform and seek new
avenues to scale
Finally, in 2017, we urge travel companies to conceptualize their
brands as platforms for new opportunity and growth. Travel is
fragmented across many micro-experiences. For example, during
a single trip, a traveler may transact with a variety of suppliers
and businesses—including hotels and private accommodations,
airlines, cruise ships, and multiple modes of ground transportation.
And don’t forget destination activities and shopping. Most travel
companies operate in just one (or maybe a few) of these verticals.
With organic growth hard to come by in a consolidated and mature
domestic market, travel brands must realize the benefits of scaling
across the travel experience—rather than only trying to grow
within their vertical.
While Airbnb has enjoyed phenomenal growth in the rental space,
the private accommodation pioneer realized that technology that
connects renters with local hosts is a perfect platform for selling
nearby destination experiences. Airbnb users can now book private
accommodations, as well as destination activities using the new
“trips” feature. Airbnb not only opened up a new revenue stream,
it now has greater visibility into the customer travel journey and a
better understanding of its users’ preferences and behavior.
Casinos are another example of a segment that stands to benefit
greatly by embracing a “more is better” paradigm. In Las Vegas,
sustaining gambling revenue is proving to be a challenge—even
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for the strip’s premier properties. A shift towards online gambling
options and fantasy sports is a likely driver. For major players in
gaming, attracting visitors may require a complete rebranding
of the casino experience, where traditional attractions like slot
machines and table games share more of the limelight with other
entertainment culture elements such as high-end restaurants,
nightclubs, and shows.
Customer experience will drive more loyalty than points
and miles
Expect healthy M&A activity and strategic partnerships throughout
2017 as travel companies continue to expand their offerings across
the customer travel journey. Priceline’s acquisition of OpenTable, is
a clue that suggests travel companies are growing more willing to
venture outside their comfort zones to provide travelers a more a
more holistic offering. In this vein, hoteliers should reimagine the
hotel experience to include strategic partnerships with retailers,
restaurants, and local events and activities.
For years, travel suppliers have been trying to crack consumer
loyalty by offering intricate programs and schemes. 2017 calls for
a shift in thinking to make customer experience paramount. Over
the next 12 months, travel companies should leverage an increased
awareness of customer expectations, re-imagined technology
strategy, and differentiated offerings to provide unmatched travel
experiences. Loyalty will follow.
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REVIEW OF LOGO SURVEY
Joint Meeting / Round Table Discussion with the Visitor Services Board
Requested by: Board of Selectmen
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Provincetown  Logo  Test
July	
  2017

Objective	
  and	
  Method
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Objective
Provincetown	
  is	
  developing	
  a	
  new	
  marketing	
  campaign	
  to	
  attract	
  visitors.	
  The	
  campaign	
  will	
  include	
  a	
  new	
  
logo.	
  The	
  purpose	
  of	
  this	
  study	
  was	
  to	
  test	
  two	
  logos	
  with	
  a	
  large	
  sample	
  of	
  prospective	
  visitors.	
  Findings	
  
from	
  the	
  study	
  will	
  be	
  used	
  to	
  guide	
  judgment	
  in	
  refinement	
  and	
  selection	
  of	
  a	
  final	
  logo.

Method
An	
  online	
  survey	
  was	
  conducted	
  among	
  615	
  consumers	
  in	
  July.	
  Participants	
  were	
  screened	
  as	
  follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planning	
  to	
  take	
  a	
  leisure	
  trip	
  with	
  at	
  least	
  two	
  overnights	
  within	
  the	
  next	
  two	
  years
Half	
  age	
  18-‐39	
  and	
  half	
  age	
  40-‐59
Household	
  income	
  of	
  $40,000+
Open	
  to	
  considering	
  Provincetown	
  as	
  a	
  travel	
  destination	
  (after	
  reading	
  a	
  brief	
  description)
75%/25%	
  identify	
  as	
  LGBT/straight
50%/50%	
  identify	
  as	
  male/female

Although	
  we	
  didn’t	
  screen	
  for	
  visitors,	
  20%	
  of	
  the	
  total	
  sample	
  had	
  been	
  to	
  Provincetown	
  within	
  the	
  last	
  
five	
  years.
2

Familiarity	
  with	
  Provincetown

Haven't	
  
Heard	
  of	
  It
16%

Heard	
  of	
  It	
  
But	
  Not	
  
Familiar
35%

01

Very	
  Familiar
19%

Somewhat	
  Familiar
30%

Participants	
  were	
  split	
  about	
  equally	
  between	
  those	
  who	
  are	
  familiar	
  with	
  Provincetown	
  and	
  those	
  who	
  are	
  not.	
  About	
  
one	
  out	
  of	
  six	
  respondents	
  (16%)	
  hadn’t	
  heard	
  of	
  Provincetown	
  prior	
  to	
  taking	
  the	
  survey.
3
Base:	
  615	
  total	
  sample

Thoughts	
  About	
  Provincetown

01

(Among	
  those	
  at	
  least	
  somewhat	
  familiar)

31%

LGBT	
  community/activities
Fun/social

25%

Beach/ocean

25%

Beautiful/pretty/nice

16%

Quaint/Cape/New	
  England

15%
12%

Food
9%

Open/Liberal
Arts	
  &	
  culture

8%

Things	
  to	
  do

8%

Relaxing

7%

Those	
  familiar	
  with	
  Provincetown	
  were	
  given	
  the	
  option	
  to	
  mention	
  what	
  first	
  comes	
  to	
  mind	
  when	
  they	
  think	
  of	
  the	
  
destination.	
  Many	
  features	
  of	
  the	
  Provincetown	
  were	
  mentioned,	
  but	
  the	
  most	
  frequent	
  mentions	
  were	
  LGBT	
  
community	
  and	
  activities,	
  fun	
  social	
  experiences,	
  and	
  ocean	
  beaches.
4
Base:	
  246	
  respondents	
  at	
  least	
  somewhat	
  familiar	
  with	
  Provincetown	
  who	
  answered	
  optional	
  question

Test	
  Logos

01

Logo	
  “S”
Script

Logo	
  “B”
Block

5

Likeability

01

Logo	
  S	
  (Script)
43%

Logo	
  B	
  (Block)

41%
32%

32%

17%

16%
8%

Like	
  it	
  very	
  much

Like	
  it	
  somewhat

Feel	
  neutral	
  about	
  it

11%

Dislike	
  it

Travelers	
  were	
  shown	
  the	
  logos	
  one	
  at	
  a	
  time	
  (in	
  rotated	
  order)	
  and	
  rated	
  them	
  on	
  likeability.	
  Ratings	
  for	
  the	
  two	
  logos	
  
were	
  very	
  similar.	
  Both	
  performed	
  well,	
  with	
  7	
  out	
  of	
  10	
  respondents	
  liking	
  each	
  at	
  least	
  ”somewhat”	
  and	
  4	
  out	
  of	
  10	
  
liking	
  each	
  “very	
  much.”	
  Few	
  respondents	
  disliked	
  either	
  logo.	
  
6
Base:	
  615	
  total	
  sample

Visual	
  Appeal

01

Logo	
  S	
  (Script)
34%

32%
28%

Logo	
  B	
  (Block)

30%
27%

26%

11%

Extremely	
  appealing

Very	
  appealing

Somewhat	
  appealing

12%

Not	
  appealing

Both	
  logos	
  also	
  received	
  very	
  similar	
  ratings	
  on	
  visual	
  appeal.	
  Six	
  out	
  of	
  ten	
  travelers	
  found	
  each	
  logo	
  “extremely”	
  or	
  
“very”	
  appealing,	
  and	
  few	
  thought	
  either	
  was	
  unappealing.
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  615	
  total	
  sample

Attribute	
  Ratings

01

“Agree	
  Strongly”	
  that	
  the	
  logo…
Makes	
  you	
  interested	
  in	
  learning	
  more	
  
about	
  Provincetown

46%
48%

Reflects	
  the	
  features	
  that	
  Provincetown	
  
offers	
  to	
  visitors

51%
47%
54%
51%

Is	
  contemporary

59%
60%

Looks	
  welcoming
Is	
  easy	
  to	
  read
Logo	
  B	
  (Block)

60%

69%

Logo	
  S	
  (Script)

Both	
  logos	
  also	
  performed	
  well	
  on	
  specific	
  attributes.	
  About	
  half	
  of	
  the	
  sample	
  ”agreed	
  strongly”	
  that	
  each	
  logo	
  
generates	
  interest	
  in	
  Provincetown,	
  reflects	
  its	
  positive	
  features,	
  and	
  is	
  contemporary.	
  A	
  larger	
  number	
  agreed	
  strongly	
  
that	
  each	
  logo	
  looks	
  welcoming	
  and	
  is	
  easy	
  to	
  read.	
  Logo	
  B,	
  the	
  block	
  print,	
  was	
  rated	
  somewhat	
  higher	
  on	
  legibility.
8
Base:	
  615	
  total	
  sample

Logo	
  Preference

01

Prefer	
  B	
  (Block)
35%

Prefer	
  S	
  (Script)
65%

Although	
  the	
  logos	
  were	
  rated	
  similarly	
  when	
  seen	
  one	
  at	
  a	
  time,	
  travelers	
  expressed	
  a	
  clear	
  preference	
  for	
  the	
  script	
  
over	
  the	
  block	
  lettering	
  when	
  they	
  saw	
  the	
  logos	
  head-‐to-‐head	
  on	
  the	
  same	
  screen.	
  Two	
  out	
  of	
  three	
  respondents	
  
preferred	
  the	
  script.	
  This	
  degree	
  of	
  preference	
  was	
  true	
  for	
  all	
  subgroups	
  – younger/older,	
  male/female,	
  LGBT/straight.
9
Base:	
  615	
  total	
  sample

Reasons	
  for	
  Preference

01

Logo	
  S	
  (Script)

Logo	
  B	
  (Block)

Better/nicer	
  font

37%

Easier	
  to	
  read

66%

More	
  welcoming/friendly

14%

Simple/clean

11%

Fun/informal/fits Ptown

13%

More	
  modern

11%

More	
  stylish/fancy/pretty

11%

Don’t	
  like	
  cursive

7%

More	
  distinctive/interesting

10%

Stylish/sophisticated

4%

Logo	
  better/more appealing

9%

Other

8%

Artistic/flows	
  with	
  curve

8%

Other

5%

For	
  those	
  who	
  prefer	
  the	
  block	
  lettering,	
  the	
  primary	
  reason	
  is	
  practical.	
  The	
  logo	
  is	
  easier	
  to	
  read.	
  
Those	
  who	
  prefer	
  the	
  script	
  give	
  emotional	
  reasons	
  for	
  their	
  preference.	
  They	
  say	
  it	
  communicates	
  a	
  more	
  welcoming,	
  
casual,	
  fun,	
  and	
  artistic	
  feel.	
  A	
  handful	
  of	
  those	
  who	
  prefer	
  the	
  script	
  said	
  that	
  they	
  prefer	
  it	
  despite	
  the	
  fact	
  that	
  it’s	
  
more	
  difficult	
  for	
  them	
  to	
  read.	
  A	
  few	
  suggested	
  looking	
  for	
  a	
  more	
  legible	
  script	
  font.
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Base:	
  333	
  who	
  preferred	
  “S”	
  and	
  gave	
  a	
  reason;	
  166	
  who	
  preferred	
  “B”	
  and	
  gave	
  a	
  reason	
  

Whether	
  Noticed	
  “You	
  Belong	
  Here”	
  Tagline

01

No
7%

Yes
93%

Not	
  surprisingly,	
  almost	
  all	
  of	
  the	
  survey	
  respondents	
  noticed	
  the	
  tagline.	
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Base:	
  615	
  total	
  sample

Likeability	
  	
  of	
  “You	
  Belong	
  Here”	
  Tagline

01

52%

26%
17%

4%

Like	
  it	
  very	
  much

Like	
  it	
  somewhat

Feel	
  neutral	
  about	
  it

Dislike	
  it

The	
  tagline	
  was	
  well	
  liked.	
  Half	
  of	
  the	
  respondents	
  claimed	
  to	
  like	
  it	
  “very	
  much,”	
  and	
  three-‐fourths	
  of	
  the	
  sample	
  liked	
  it	
  
at	
  least	
  “somewhat.”	
  Only	
  a	
  few	
  travelers	
  disliked	
  the	
  tagline.	
  This	
  pattern	
  held	
  true	
  for	
  all	
  key	
  subgroups	
  (older/younger,	
  
LGBT/straight,	
  male/female).	
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Reasons	
  for	
  Liking	
  the	
  Tagline

01

Welcoming/Inclusive

63%

Makes	
  me	
  feel	
  accepted/like	
  I	
  belong

30%

For	
  LGBT/gay	
  visitors

12%

For	
  everyone

9%

Other
Cool,	
  catchy

8%

3%

Nearly	
  everyone	
  understood	
  the	
  tagline	
  to	
  convey	
  a	
  message	
  of	
  welcome	
  and	
  inclusivity.	
  About	
  one-‐third	
  of	
  
respondents	
  took	
  it	
  as	
  a	
  personal	
  message,	
  responding	
  in	
  the	
  first	
  person	
  that	
  “it	
  makes	
  me feel…”	
  accepted	
  or	
  safe	
  or	
  
belonging.	
  Thus,	
  it	
  offers	
  reassurance	
  to	
  travelers	
  who	
  want	
  it.
13
Base:	
  353	
  who	
  liked	
  the	
  tagline	
  and	
  gave	
  a	
  reason	
  for	
  liking	
  it

Whether	
  Tagline	
  Seems	
  Similar	
  to	
  Another

01

Yes
16%

No
84%

Only	
  14%	
  said	
  that	
  the	
  tagline	
  reminded	
  them	
  of	
  another	
  tagline.	
  When	
  asked	
  for	
  more	
  detail,	
  however,	
  most	
  were	
  
unable	
  to	
  name	
  a	
  similar	
  tagline.	
  Some	
  said	
  that	
  the	
  proposed	
  Provincetown	
  tag	
  just	
  reminded	
  them	
  of	
  other	
  travel	
  or	
  
LGBT-‐themed	
  marketing.	
  A	
  very	
  small	
  number	
  named	
  specific	
  examples	
  of	
  “similar”	
  tags,	
  from	
  “All	
  Lives	
  Matter”	
  to	
  
“Where	
  Everybody	
  Knows	
  Your	
  Name.”	
  No	
  specific	
  campaign	
  or	
  destination	
  was	
  mentioned	
  more	
  than	
  once.
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Base:	
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  total	
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Summary	
  and	
  Conclusions
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Logo
Both	
  logos	
  are	
  seen	
  as	
  likeable	
  and	
  visually	
  appealing.	
  They	
  are	
  rated	
  very	
  similarly.	
  The	
  block	
  lettering	
  is	
  
considered	
  slightly	
  easier	
  to	
  read,	
  but	
  the	
  majority	
  of	
  travelers	
  have	
  no	
  trouble	
  reading	
  the	
  script.
When	
  compared	
  head-‐to-‐head,	
  the	
  script	
  is	
  clearly	
  preferred	
  over	
  the	
  block	
  lettering	
  (65%	
  to	
  35%).	
  People	
  
prefer	
  it	
  because	
  it	
  connotes	
  the	
  warmth,	
  fun,	
  relaxation,	
  art,	
  LGBT	
  community	
  and	
  welcome	
  they	
  want	
  
from	
  Provincetown.	
  Some	
  point	
  out	
  that	
  it	
  “flows”	
  more	
  “artistically”	
  over	
  the	
  watercolor	
  map,	
  mimicking	
  
its	
  curves.
A	
  script	
  font	
  does	
  a	
  better	
  job	
  of	
  portraying	
  Provincetown’s	
  personality,	
  and	
  fits	
  better	
  with	
  the	
  underlying	
  
graphic.	
  It	
  should	
  be	
  used	
  instead	
  of	
  the	
  block	
  lettering.	
  If	
  there	
  is	
  a	
  way	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  legibility	
  while	
  
maintaining	
  the	
  feel	
  and	
  the	
  visual	
  “flow,”	
  that	
  would	
  be	
  a	
  bonus.

Tagline
The	
  line	
  is	
  well	
  received	
  and	
  widely	
  understood	
  to	
  convey	
  a	
  message	
  of	
  welcome	
  and	
  inclusion.	
  A	
  
substantial	
  number	
  of	
  travelers	
  take	
  it	
  as	
  a	
  personal	
  message,	
  saying	
  that	
  “It	
  makes	
  me feel	
  like	
  I belong.”	
  
There	
  are	
  no	
  problems	
  with	
  the	
  line	
  being	
  seen	
  as	
  too	
  similar	
  to	
  another	
  existing	
  tagline.	
  There	
  are	
  no	
  
other	
  negatives	
  associated	
  with	
  it.	
  The	
  tagline	
  is	
  suitable	
  for	
  use	
  in	
  the	
  logo	
  and	
  the	
  campaign.
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About	
  the	
  research
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About	
  the	
  sample
Survey	
  respondents	
  were	
  found	
  using	
  pop-‐up	
  or	
  email	
  invitations	
  to	
  members	
  of	
  existing	
  consumer	
  panels	
  – that	
  is,	
  
consumers	
  who	
  have	
  indicated	
  an	
  interest	
  in	
  participating	
  in	
  online	
  surveys.	
  The	
  sample	
  supplier	
  maintains	
  email	
  lists	
  of	
  
millions	
  of	
  consumers	
  around	
  the	
  world.	
  These	
  panels	
  are	
  segmented	
  by	
  household	
  income,	
  age,	
  gender,	
  sexual	
  
preference,	
  past	
  year	
  travel,	
  and	
  other	
  variables.	
  We	
  target	
  the	
  invitations	
  to	
  selected	
  segments	
  to	
  better	
  our	
  chances	
  of	
  
meeting	
  our	
  study	
  quotas	
  in	
  a	
  timely	
  manner
In	
  return	
  for	
  their	
  time,	
  panel	
  members	
  are	
  awarded	
  points	
  for	
  each	
  survey	
  they	
  complete.	
  These	
  points	
  are	
  redeemable	
  
for	
  rewards.	
  The	
  award	
  program	
  is	
  operated	
  by	
  the	
  sample	
  vendor.	
  The	
  cost	
  of	
  the	
  rewards	
  is	
  included	
  in	
  the	
  total	
  cost	
  
of	
  the	
  sample.

About	
  the	
  survey
This	
  was	
  a	
  straightforward	
  test	
  of	
  two	
  logos	
  with	
  relatively	
  little	
  context	
  (other	
  than	
  a	
  brief	
  introductory	
  paragraph	
  about	
  
Provincetown).	
  
Each	
  logo	
  was	
  shown	
  alone	
  (in	
  rotated	
  order,	
  so	
  half	
  of	
  the	
  sample	
  saw	
  “B”	
  first	
  and	
  half	
  saw	
  “S”	
  first),	
  and	
  respondents	
  
rated	
  each	
  individually	
  on	
  its	
  likeability,	
  visual	
  appeal	
  and	
  several	
  attributes.	
  At	
  the	
  end	
  of	
  the	
  survey,	
  the	
  logos	
  were	
  
shown	
  together	
  (in	
  rotated	
  order)	
  and	
  respondents	
  expressed	
  a	
  preference	
  for	
  one	
  or	
  the	
  other.
Respondents	
  were	
  asked	
  a	
  few	
  open-‐ended	
  (write-‐in)	
  questions.	
  These	
  were	
  read	
  and	
  coded	
  by	
  the	
  researcher.	
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MTI	
  Marketing	
  Services
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About	
  the	
  researcher

Martha	
  Tripp has	
  enjoyed	
  more	
  than	
  three	
  decades	
  of	
  both	
  qualitative	
  and	
  quantitative	
  marketing	
  research	
  experience	
  in	
  a	
  broad	
  range	
  
of	
  industries,	
  getting	
  to	
  know	
  and	
  understand	
  a	
  diverse	
  population	
  of	
  consumers	
  and	
  professionals.
Her	
  career	
  began	
  in	
  New	
  York	
  at	
  two	
  marketing	
  research	
  firms,	
  where	
  she	
  conducted	
  studies	
  for	
  large	
  consumer	
  goods	
  and	
  automotive	
  
manufacturers.	
  She	
  then	
  served	
  as	
  a	
  senior	
  strategist	
  at	
  two	
  Boston	
  advertising	
  agencies	
  before	
  establishing	
  her	
  own	
  consultancy in	
  
1999.
Martha	
  earned	
  her	
  BA	
  in	
  Psychology	
  at	
  UMass	
  Amherst	
  and	
  her	
  MBA	
  in	
  Marketing	
  at	
  Boston	
  University.

Partial	
  client	
  list
Autism	
  Speaks
American	
  Association	
  of	
  Critical	
  Care	
  Nurses
Amerifit
Bank	
  of	
  America	
  Merrill	
  Lynch
BBDO
Blue	
  Cross	
  and	
  Blue	
  Shield	
  (MA	
  and	
  RI)
Boston	
  Globe
Boston	
  Medical	
  Center
Brigham	
  and	
  Women’s	
  Hospital
Clark,	
  Martire &	
  Bartolomeo
Corey	
  McPherson	
  Nash
CVS
Dunkin’	
  Donuts
Dur-‐A-‐Flex
Fidelity	
  Investments
F.W.	
  Webb
GlaxoSmithKline
Hallmark	
  Health	
  System
Harvard	
  University
Harvard	
  Pilgrim	
  Health	
  Care
HJ	
  Heinz
Hill/Holliday	
  Advertising

Hyatt	
  Hotels	
  
John	
  Hancock	
  Insurance	
  &	
  Financial	
  Services
Johnson	
  &	
  Johnson	
  
LL	
  Bean
Liberty	
  Mutual
Marshalls
Massachusetts	
  Medical	
  Society
Massachusetts	
  Office	
  of	
  Travel	
  and	
  Tourism
Milliken	
  &	
  Company
National	
  Parks	
  Conservation	
  Association
New	
  England	
  Journal	
  of	
  Medicine
Partners	
  HealthCare
Plan	
  International
Reebok
Rolling	
  Rock
Sanofi
Save	
  The	
  Children
The	
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Provincetown Board of Selectmen
AGENDA ACTION REQUEST

Monday, August 28, 2017 @ 5:00 p.m.

3

VISUAL IDENTITY AND BRANDING
Joint Meeting / Round Table Discussion with the Visitor Services Board
Requested by: Board of Selectmen

Action Sought: Discussion

Proposed Motion(s)

Discussion Dependent

Additional Information

See attached documents.

Board Action
Motion

Second

Yea

Nay

Abstain

Disposition

